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                "You were patient, persistent and kept it moving. Agency at its best"

                

        	

        	
        	
                "I look forward to working with you and your company in the future"

                

        	

        	
        	
                "I appreciate all the guidance and help you provided"

                

        	

        	
        	
                "Hugely impressed with the level of service you have all provided"

                

        	

        	
                "Thank you so much for your help"

                

        	

        	
                "The contrast in professionalism was vast"
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            St. James's Terrace Mews
St Johns Wood, NW8

            £1,765,000
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	3 
	1 
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            Thornton Way
Hampstead Garden Suburb, NW11

            £2,695,000
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            Ellerdale Road
Hampstead, NW3

            £3,750,000
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            Grantully Road
 Maida Vale, W9

            £876.92 per week (£3,799.99 per month) + Fees
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            Hampstead Way
 Hampstead Garden Suburb, NW11

            £950.00 per week (£4,116.67 per month) + Fees
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	2 
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Search properties in your area
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            Established in 1888

            Heritage and experience in the North London property market

        

        
            Our Manifesto

            We love what we do and only employ experienced property professionals

        

        
            How it should be

            We believe being part of the community to gain real local knowledge is essential
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                        Please tick this box if you are happy for us to contact you via phone and email. You can view our full privacy policy here

                      
                      
                    
                

            

            
            
                




            

        

         
     

     
 

                 

            

        

       

    

    
    
        
            
                Featured New Homes

                

                No 79 FITZJOHN’S AVENUE – SHOW APARTMENT NOW OPEN 


                No. 79 is a new luxury development of two and three bedroom apartments on Hampstead's prestigious Fitzjohn's Avenue. Exclusively for over 60s and designed by award-winning architects Sergison Bates it has an abundance of outstanding amenities including wellness spa, 24 hour concierge and secure underground parking. 

                Find Out More

                
                

            

        

       

    





    Google Reviews

    

    
        
    Lynda Jackson

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                
            
        
    

    I first contacted Goldschmidt & Howland many months ago in anticipation of my move to London from overseas. I was fortunate enough to be connected with Elliot Gold who could not have been more professional and nice. He listened carefully to what I was looking for in the way of a nice rental in the Hampstead area. At the end of the phone call, he told me that he thought he had the perfect flat for me. He sent me the photos and sure enough it was the perfect flat for me. Getting approval was a challenge as I am self-employed but Elliot went far and beyond the call of duty to ensure I received approval. I moved in last week and I could not be happier. I thoroughly recommend speaking with Elliot if you want someone who listens and takes pride in finding the right home for you. Thank you Elliot!

    Lettings, Hampstead Office, NW3



    Belina Lyons

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                
            
        
    

    I had an extremely positive experience with the whole team at Goldshmidt in Temple Fortune, especially Jeremy and Cobi. They worked tirelessly to help sell our house and were always available whenever I needed them. I couldn't recommend them highly enough. If you want to sell in Hampstead Garden Suburb, this is the team to use.

    Sales, Temple Fortune Office, NW11
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    We recently had the pleasure of working with Josh. As we were in the process of selling our property to buy a new one, it was a crucial decision for us. Josh understood the significance of this transition and offered valuable guidance, allowing us to make informed decisions at our own pace.

From the start, his professionalism and dedication were evident. He took the time to understand our requirements and ensured that the properties he showed us aligned with our preferences. If you're looking for someone who combines integrity, a caring nature, and expertise, I highly recommend working with Josh.

    Camden NW1
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    Neil at G&H was unfailingly helpful, always available, and knowledgeable. He helped us with all aspects of buying and selling - couldn’t recommend G&H more. The process ran smoothly and we’re really grateful for the great service.

    West Hampstead NW6



    Shoshannah Fenner

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                
            
        
    

    The Goldschmidt and Howland team at Temple Fortune are the best estate agents I have dealt with. They guided us through the whole selling process brilliantly from beginning to end, answering any questions clearly and giving sensible advice on which direction to take at various points in the process, including on pricing. They also worked very hard on the ground, arranging over 30 viewings on the property, communicating to us on each one and therefore keeping us up to date at all times.
A special thanks to Cobi, Howard and Guido and the rest of the team at Temple Fortune. I cannot recommend them highly enough.

    Temple Fortune, Sales NW11
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    It took a while for me to find the right property and Harrison Knight was not only incredibly helpful and nice to work with, but very patient, and persistent.  He's committed to finding clients the right property no matter how long it takes. 

I've dealt with a lot of companies and agents... Harrison and Goldschmidt & Howland West Hampstead are by far the best. 

Thanks a lot, guys!

    West Hampstead NW6
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                        Highgate
Hampstead
South Hampstead
Muswell Hill
Belsize Park
Queens Park
Whitehall Park
West Hampstead
East Finchley
Finchley
Crouch End
The Hocrofts
Kentish Town
Primrose Hill
Camden
Little Venice
Hampstead Garden Suburb
Dartmouth Park
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                        Get In
Contact

                    
                        Goldschmidt & Howland

                        Stanhope House
4-8 Highgate High Street

                        London N6 5JL

                        Phone: 020 8347 2600

                        Email: hq@g-h.co.uk


                        Contact your local office
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